Bad Bat and the Block Castle in the Bathroom.

(learning: ‘ui’, ‘kn’, ‘bl’, and two compound words. )

Molly and Hal are in the playroom. They are building things out of blocks.

Molly builds a stable from all the green and blue blocks. She puts her toy horses into the stable.

Hal builds a castle from all the black and yellow blocks. He puts his toy knights into the castle.

Bad Bat flies into the playroom.

First Bad Bat knocks over the block stable! Bad bat!

Then Bad Bat knocks over the block castle. Bad bat!
Both Molly and Hal are sad. It took them a long time to build the stable and the castle.

Now Camilla enters the playroom. She sees the two piles of blocks. She sees that Molly and Hal are sad. Then she sees Bad Bat.

Camilla takes the blue blocks into the bathroom. Camilla takes the black blocks into the bathroom. Camilla builds a castle in the bathroom!

Bad Bat flies into the bathroom. Bad Bat knocks over the block castle. Before Bad Bat can escape, Camilla shuts the bathroom door. Bad Bat is trapped in the bathroom!

Camilla and Hal are happy. But Molly asks, “How will we go to the bathroom now?”

The End.
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